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SPECIFICATION SHEET

The most convenient washroom solution  
to ensure period equality in public and 
private spaces. 

Key features:

• Discreet in-cubical solution.

• Ensures period products are always available.

• Encourages more frequent changes of sanitary product.

• Eliminates cardboard waste (compared to vend option).

• Pad soon to be 100% plant based/organic.

• Easy to install. and takes up minimal wall space. 

• Ideal for high footfall sectors; Education, retail, travel  

and hospitality sectors. 

phs Pads on a Roll

Where convenience meets sustainable practicality. This in-cubicle 
solution removes all traditional barriers to period products  
and provides a self-serve answer to anyone finding themselves  
caught short.  

Why provide period products in washroom cubicles?  
This innovative product creates a lasting impression with its easy  
pull and go feature, perfect for any washroom where employee  
and customer well-being is at the forefront. 

Implementing period equality in the workplace acknowledges and addresses a fundamental need, ensuring that all  
employees feel valued and supported, removing potential source of anxiety and discomfort, leading to a more inclusive 
workplace environment.

Specifications

Dimensions 170mm x 89mm

Construction Polycarbonate 

Features Key snaps out of the base

1 Dispenser 

12 x 40 pads on a roll
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Period equality

At phs, we believe everyone should have access to the period products 
they need.

Periods are a natural part of life, and they should never be a barrier to education, work, or overall well-being. 
Whether you’re at school, college, university or a place of work - no one should ever feel compromised, ashamed 
or go without during their period.

Period inequality exists in the UK, and whilst period products are considered a basic need, a lot of people who 
menstruate can’t access them. 

Sometimes known as ‘period poverty’, awareness of this issue has been growing and evolving, with regional, 
national and global movements to help create period equality, so nobody is held back because of their period. 


